
 
 

A Small Business Primer: How Do RPA Bots Work? 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

Most businesses have two major concerns about Robotic Process Automation (RPA). They think it’s 
difficult to understand, and difficult to implement. Both opinions are unfounded because of complex 
RPA explanations that get in the way. Despite this, businesses are flocking to RPA as they see its 
many benefits for increasing business process efficiency and lowering costs. 

Those benefits have led to a surge of RPA adoption. As the fastest growing segment of the global 
enterprise software market, it’s expected to reach $1.3 billion in sales this year according to Gartner. 
A great deal of growth is being fueled by SMBs finding it’s even easier to implement with greater 
benefits in a small business. 

The misunderstandings about RPA that give so many other businesses pause often stems from a 
misunderstanding of the word “robotic” or “bots.” Once the curtain is pulled back on RPA, it’s easy to 
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understand, and easy for SMBs to implement. But like any customized software development 
approach, it requires a detailed planning and implementation roadmap to maximize RPA gains. To get 
to the destination, let’s start by explaining how RPA works. 

How Do RPA “Bots” Work? 
Understanding the basics of software bots and RPA software can be confusing if you’re relying on a 
poor definition. With terms like “bots,” “artificial intelligence (AI)”, and “machine learning (ML)”, it’s no 
wonder many business owners tune out. The fact of the matter is that it’s far simpler to understand 
than the names imply. Gartner’s RPA software definition Gartner defangs the misunderstanding 
stopping SMBs from adoption In the following definition of Robotic process automation: 

“RPA is a productivity tool (sold as licensed software) which allows a user to configure one or more 
scripts (which some vendors refer to as “bots”) to activate specific keystrokes in an automated fashion. 
The result is that the bots can be used to mimic or emulate selected tasks (transaction steps) within 
an overall business or IT process. 

“These may include manipulating data, passing data to and from different applications, triggering 
responses, or executing transactions. RPA uses a combination of user interface (UI) interaction and 
descriptor technologies. The scripts can overlay on one or more software applications.” 

There are several aspects about this statement and the way RPA works that can be further clarified: 

• Scripts are basically one type of computer coded instructions that tell the software what to do 
 

• The original coding requires the expertise of a developer to write the code 
 

• Once written, scripts can be modified to serve a wide variety of purposes to perform a lot of 
different tasks 
 

• RPA software bots see, compare, reference, and establish patterns so they can automate 
any process without changing the process flow 
 

• By nature, bot software can be designed to integrate with other systems in a flexible, 
seamless, and scalable way 
 

• Any staff member can record their process steps for process automation, so there’s no need 
for programming skills to configure a software bot. 

Most people understand AI and ML programs are designed to learn in a similar way to how the 
human mind learns through feeding it sets of data (data sets) on a subject or task. This can consist 
of images, text, video, or a combination. With RPA, that data is focused on learning how to perform a 
specific back office business task. To simplify this even further let’s look to an expert.  

Chris Nicholson CEO of the artificial intelligence/deep learning company Skymind and co-creator of 
the open source framework Deeplearning4j answers on Quora: 

• “RPA is built on rules, or “if-then” statements that tell a program what to do under certain 
conditions 

• AI and ML enables RPA to learn and make intelligent decisions 
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• AI is the “rules engine” driving rules written by humans or rules based on numeric 
parameters that it arrived at after much trial and error (machine learning) 

 The Bottom Line 
While this takes a skilled development team with specialists known as data scientist to create the 
software, once they complete the basic framework, the process of modification for a customized need 
is straight forward. But, we’re getting ahead of ourselves. The first step as we mentioned is to learn 
the business and help them identify the processes for automation that will bring the highest return on 
investment (ROI). In the final installment of this three-part blog series, we’ll look at how a small 

business can successfully, and cost-effectively plan and implement RPA.  
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